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What is the Trusted Person model? 

The Trusted Person model is based on the principle that an individual with multiple disadvantage needs to “walk 
alongside” them when trying to access and navigate sources of help and support; someone they can trust to be 
non-judgemental, to act on their behalf if needed. It’s about helping people who are in touch with individuals with 
multiple disadvantage, to get what they need in a much better and more timely way. 

This is NOT a new role, and it’s NOT a new 
team. 

The model is built on feedback from 
individuals with lived experience, who have 
been through “the system” and shared that 
a single person who could make things 
happen, made a crucial difference to their 
journey. The Trusted Person liaised with 
services so the individual could make the 
changes they needed. 

The model is also about looking how 
“gatekeeping” works in our area; when 
organisations are under pressure they may 
create “gates” to make sure those only 
most in need can access a precious 
resource. The various gates, and the 
requirements to get through a gate, have 
consequences for people trying to access 
what they need. 

But we already do this! 

This model already works across our area – there are a number of people already using the trusted persons 
approach, or something similar, who have great networks and work with their customers in a trauma-informed 
and person-centred way. 

Our aim is to build on that, spreading the practice wider, so this is the first response when an individual with 
multiple disadvantage approaches us – not a last resort when everything else has failed. We want the approach 
to kick in routinely, and at an earlier stage across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough, building on the excellent 
services already being provided in many parts of our system. 

Three case studies have been written up to show how the model can be put into action (link on page 4). 

Who can be a Trusted Person?  

 They may not be an ‘expert’. 
 They may be a key worker or manager in a statutory, commissioned or voluntary organisation. 
 Equally, they may not work for a service provider or large organisation. 
 They could be in a paid role or acting as a volunteer. 
 They may “emerge” or be found, or may step forward for the task, rather than being appointed. 
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Who can fill the role? 

 A person who can gain the respect of the various services that the individual needs, which may be due to 
their existing standing; or because the individual they are working with has requested it. 

 A person who can receive and handle confidential information from service providers, as agreed with the 
individual and service provider. 

 A person who knows, or can get to know the individual’s story, building this knowledge as time goes by, 
so as to help avoid the individual having to repeat their story to every service provider who needs to be 
involved. 

 A person who can act as a bridge between services and the individual, sometimes simply being present 
when the individual is meeting with a service provider. 

There need to be some safeguards to make sure the Trusted Person can fulfil the function without harm to 
themselves or others, including training and support.  

What about the organisations involved? 

This will only work if service providers recognise and support the approach.  

For this reason we propose that each organisation may want to have a local Trusted Person Champion who acts 
to help the organisation adapt to the model and provide support to those becoming a Trusted Person.  

The Trusted Person Champions would promote the model and help their organisation adopt it, including an 
organisation wide trauma-informed and person-centred approach wherever that needs strengthening. 

Why only one trusted person? 

The model is not built on each person in multiple disadvantage having only one Trusted Person – but it’s quite 
likely to start off that way. The model is based on the idea that as the relationship builds with one Trusted Person 
already known to the individual, they will be able to introduce and help build a relationship of trust with other 
people in the system. 

Eventually the model aims to increase the individual’s trusted network through positive reinforcement and by 
overcoming the barriers in their way (in diagram, the original Trusted Person is highlighted in blue) 
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The roles, outlined 

The individual 

 Helps identify their Trusted Person 

 Works with their trusted person to form a plan of 
action 

 Helps the Trusted Person identify who has been 
involved so far, where possible 

Trusted Person 

 Helps the individual develop their own plan 

 Represents the individuals, their point of view and 
their wishes 

 Point of contact with the individual so they can 
tell their story once, not over and over 

 Liaison point for all services needed 

 Anyone working with people facing multiple 
disadvantage. 

Note: Can support more than one individual at a time. 

Trusted Person Champions (organisation) 

 Each service provider has a TP Champion who 
helps the organisation adapt this approch.  

 Provides support to Trusted Persons.  

 Spreads the way of working to other partners  

 Provides support to Trusted Persons so they 
operate effectively.  

 Highlights Trusted Person training needs to 
Trusted Person coordinators 

 Supports Trusted Persons to bring together a 
community of services as needed 

 Builds relationship with individuals where no 
Trusted Person has been identified 

 Enable the Trusted Person to do the work they 
can, acting as a fall-back and as a support, when 
needed 

 Identifies system barriers in own and other 
organisations 

 Encourage flexible partnership working to 
overcome barriers, and to escalate barriers 
where a frontline response can’t fix it 

Trusted Person Co-ordinators (county-wide) 

 Support the Trusted Person(s) and Champions 

 Help Trusted Persons and Champions build a 
community of service as needed 

 Facilitate securing treatment and support needed 
by Trusted Persons and Champions where 
needed 

 Help overcome barriers identified by Trusted 
Persons and Champions, including systemic 
barriers 

 Encourage flexible partnership working to 
overcome barriers, and escalate barriers where 
needed to Trusted Persons network manager (& 
op partnerships?) 

 Act as a fall-back and support when needed by 
Trusted Persons and Champions 

 Identifies and provides training to all Trusted 
Persons and Champions.   

 Help to share successes and learning between 
Trusted Persons and organisations 

Trusted Person Network Manager 

 Oversight of Trusted Persons Coordinators and Champions 

 Oversight of the Trusted Persons delivery model as a whole 

 Links to other parts of the Changin Futures programme such as lived experience, programme 
management, data and communications 
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“The balance” 

Trusted Person Trusted Person Coordinator / Champion 

  

  

Where a Trusted Person is more experienced and has a well developed network already, the coordinator and 
organisaiton champions will need to provide a lower level of input, in some cases just admin support 

Where a Trusted Person is less experienced and has a less developed network, it’s likely the coordinator or 
organisation champion will need to provide a higher level of suport and input 

The benefits 

…to the individual  

 I only have to tell my story once.  

 I can access the treatment, care, support and housing I need 

 I have one plan – my own plan – which various services use when arranging the things I need 

 I am dealt with sensitively, and the person I deal with understands the effects of trauma in my past 

…to services 

 We communicate better with other services  

 We understand the limitations placed on the other services we work with 

 We have clear goals, set out by the person we are working to help 

 We don’t duplicate effort  

 Our resources are better targeted and we time our actions better, co-ordinating with other services 

 Our teams feel less isolated when dealing with an individual who has complex issues, and share 
responsibility, with the help of the trusted persons coordinator 

…to the system 

 We see fewer repeat returners  

 Our costs are reduced as we deal with fewer emergencies, these being replaced by a 
greater number of planned actions  

 Barriers are identified, understood, acted on and removed  

Please remember: The model will evolve as individuals, organisations and the whole 
system picks up the model, works on overcoming barriers and learns together. 

 
You can find three case studies at https://cambridgeshireinsight.org.uk/changing-futures-cp/ 


